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PT. LUMOSO PRATAMA LINE is a shipping company having offices in
Jakarta and has thirteen bulk carrier vessels one of them is MV. LUMOSO SURYA.
MV. LUMOSO SURYA as a bulk carrier vessel in carrying out loading activities
requires an effective load-room preparation for the smooth operation of the vessel.
In writing this essay, the authors explain the literature review which contains the
theories that support the preparation of the loading space in the MV. LUMOSO
SURYA, the cause of problems encountered, and efforts to improve the effectiveness
of the loading space covering the theoretical basis, literature review, framework
related to: research focus and problem solving alternatives.

In this paper, the writer uses descriptive method, as well as data collection by
observation which the writer do by observing directly the object of research,
conducting interviews with a number of respondents, and the use of literature study
related to the writing material.

Based on the results of this study, it can be seen that the authors describe the
results obtained during the implementation of research, which is to improve of the
preparation of the load space, to determine the cause of postponement of loading
problem due to lack of ready loading space, and to know the effort in improving the
effectiveness of the preparation of the loading space .

Finally, improve of preparing the loading space prior to loading is very
important to be implemented for the smooth operation of the ship, in this case the
accuracy and skill of the ship's crew during the clearance of the loading space for
satisfactory and reliable results and can be drawn a conclusion or as an evaluation for
reference later on if the result is not reached.
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